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INTRODUCTION 

This paper applies the method used in H. A. 

HoreIand*8 thesis (9) to a second class of quadra

tic equations. Before the details of the special 

nethod are explained, however, it eeems advisable 

to present, for the sake of clarity, a brief in

troduction to the general field. 

Extended analytic geoeetry is essentially a 

system for plotting on a pline the loci of equations 

in II variables as contrasted vith th^ two variables 

used in plane analytic geoaetry. It differs from 

the conventional geometry of n-spaoes in that it 

does not require an additional dimension for each 

new variable introdue-d. The pictures, or looi. in

volved can be drawn on the plane represented by a 

sheet of paper by the use of simple plotting rules 

which are very easy to understand, though the deter

mination of the boundary of a given locus is not so 

simple. 

We shall assume that the reader knows how to 

plot the point (X,Y} on a plane by the method of 

plane analytic geometry. By this method we can 



loca!.e the poin t (! ," ' , '^ ,4,5) , ^^-71 as ea s i ly as we 

l o c a t e the ;^olnt (6,9) i f i t be agreed l a ac?VAnce 

t h a t K anr? X a r e , r e n p e c t i v e l y , the sums of the f i r s t 

t h r ee and thv^ l a s t two of tlic f ive ooord iaa tes . In 

t h i s case the p lo t t i r ig ru le i s 

(0.1) X :.X v-y >̂  z; 

t = \x ̂ v . 

Ob^viousl-y, thn p l o t t i n g n i l c adoptea c«n be 

varie.1 end.le-«ly. For example, we raif.ht l e t 

X - x ^y -^r- v-u end y^xi-^z. In f a c t , ^f X and y :\re 

r , rb i t r ! i r i ly miti^d, s i igle-vaiucd functions of the 

letter:- , l i vc lvcd , each set of l e t t e r s w i l l defiign-

r-te one ancl only one x>oint (X,Y), thouf^h of ooui'se 

tiie p o s i t i o n of t h i s poin t yrlll depcnr' upon the 

plot t in/ ' j r u l e s e l ec t ed , '^^or xx-^nfoX r e s u l t s , 

t ' l e r e ro ro , th^ p'lrpoBa in view should be deolcleo 

unon \'0fo^o the p l o t t i n g ru l e i s 9<*leoted. In 

t h i r ca^e t^re pnr-^one i s the so lu t ion of a p a i r of 

fiimiilta^-eou'^ equa t ions . In otlier words, se'js of 

r.unbers are /^ouiiit which, whea subs t l t u t ad for t i e 

l e t t e r a involve^?., a a t i i f y both equat ioaa. 3uoh 

s o l u t i ns can be found froia tr-.e poin ts a t v/hici the 

two l o c i over lap , provided t h - t tne sai-ie >lottimT 



rule is used in each case. (By definition the locus 

of an equation is the totality of points which have 

coordinates that satisfy the equation.} 

It has been found that when simple plotting 

rules are used many loci fall into classes which 

can be recognized and sketched by **inspection**. 

Usually, however, these loci are •'normal'*, meaning 

that they are areas whose boundaries are known. If 

the areas overlap, the problem is still unsolved, 

since there may still be no common real solutions. 

On the other hand, if the locus is a curve and if 

this curve crosses an area-locus, then at least 

one common real solution exists for each point of 

the overlap. It is desirable therefore that the 

plotting rule adopted be such c.s to "force•• one 

of the looi l»o be a curve. 

In Moreland's thesis the equation 

<0-2) PPh-^^ 

could be made to represent the family of straight 

lines X Y D by the substitution 

(0.3) X _ x^.z , Y ̂  i%u. 
" â  ĉ  ' f̂^ 



The fact that one linear term appeared in the ex

pression fer each capital letter simplified the 

algebra and calculus used in finding the locus of 

a second equation by the plotting rule (0,3). In 

the equation now to be investigated only one linear 

term appears, and a plotting rule which proves pra

cticable makes the corresponding locus a family of 

parabolas instead of stright lines. For this 

reason ve shall use the descriptive phase "para

bolic quadratics" for equations of the form 

^-/ 
(0.4) VxJ^x, =D 

in which the n variables are x , x^,x.,...x^. 

In this thesis the method for solving two 

simultaneous equations in three and four variables 

will be investigated in some detail. The equations 

will be of the second degree, and one of them will 

contain one linear term^ The generalization to 

n variables will then be made. Then,to illustrate 

the power of the method, a particular pair of 

equations involving thirteen variables witl be 

solved by using the results of the generalization. 



CHAPTER 1 

THE Gii:Nî:RAL METHOD IIl.U3TriATED 

For illustrative pumosps w^ Rhall consider 

the system of equations In four variables 

;.- B*̂  F 

(1.2) x^ZMV^'-i-
a' b' c" 1" 

If we make the following subrtitutions in 

equation (l.li: 

(l.«') >^r2E'^z\u; Yry, 

the first equation in terms of X and i turns out 

to be thc-t of the family of X parabolas onenin^ to 

the left. 

(1.4) Y % -b(A-D). 

We now sppk th<̂  IOCUF of (1.2). Dpsignating its 

left side by U anf? replacing y and'u by Y and 

X x''_ z"- respectively, as obtained from (1.3), 

V7e get 

(1.6) u-iMV^Vi f^'K-^^-^* 



If U is measured in the direction perpendicular to 

the X,Y plane, then, over the fixed point (X,Y), tJ 

is a function of the two remaining variable • :: and 

y. Its miniauii value (clearly in this case it has 

no maximum) may be desiŷ natecl by ^, so that 

Z = f(x,y) is a surface vhioh constitutes the 'ottnm 

of the solid locus of tJ. The equation of tais sur

face may be found with the aid of the calculus by 

taking the partial derivatives of the 0 function 

with resnect to x and z, by setting these two 

derivative a equal to zero, and by solvinr̂  for x 

and z in terms of X and Y. 

In the general case for n variables, when 

we take trie nartial derivatives v/lth respect to the 

reraaininc small letters we have a system of n-2 

equations uhose solutions yic-la the up̂ ier or lower 

bound, 3urf''̂ .ces if nuGh exist. In the special case 

above '•^e get 

] (1.6) x%--r- (1,2^^^^ ,̂̂ \,, 

(1.7) /̂U,.z fl 3 X .2 X"- . :i z! 

If we as^mme that c!^?\ c[''^\ tiie argu:iont in 



Morelimd^e thesis then ehows that when X ^ d'Â  U 

has a minimum (Z) when x= z ̂  0. When we substitute 

theee values la (1.6) with U replaced by Z ĉ nd set 

;̂  = 0, we have the bounding curve of the locus of 

(1.2) in the X Y plane. In the region defined by 

X < d^ fi^ thie curve ie 
2 a^ 

x̂̂ Tjx -1. 

\ihen X> 4̂ A*"U will also have a minlsur; (l) 

when z =.0 and the quantity in parentheees in equa

tion (1.8/ is set equal to zero. Thus x^ls found 

to be equal to Â  X.d'̂  i% Substituting these values 

in aquation (1.5) and sitting Z equal to zero, we 

have the locus of (1.2) vhen X > d^A* In this case 

it is thf* parabola 

(1-9) t\.h A"/X^M] where M ^ d''A-4a! 

The parabola attaches itself to the ellipee at 

X ~ d̂ A""and the ellipse and piu^bola have equal 
Fa=̂  

slopes at the points where tiieir loci coincide. 

When X > d̂ r̂ 'the neoeasury conditions for 

X and the quantity within parentheses in (1.7) be 

a minimum (i.e., UL= 11̂  = 0) would be laet by letting 

file:///ihen


zero thus obtaining a parabola, as v/as done in the 

other case. However, this parabola is Joined to 

the ellipse at points which are fî .rther to the right 

than the Junction points of the first parabola and 

therefore the locus area which it adds to that of 

the ellipse lies entirely within the pt.rt of the 

first parabola at the right of the ellipse. This 

means that the total locus of (1»2) is the convex 

area bounded by :he ellipse (1.8) and the carabola 

(1.9) in the respective regions at the left and 

right of the line X_ d'Â ' 
- X""-j» 

When d"̂ F , d'' A'̂ or the two minimum values 

for X coincide, we may use the foregoing substi

tution (z-0, x̂ r Â X.d'-A') ir (y = 0 and z''=F''X-d̂  F" 
Fa" Fc^ 

getting the same final locus in each case. When 

the two Quantities within parentheses are separately 

set equal to zero the equations obtained are de

pendent; so we resort to either of the two pre

ceding methods or we solve the dependent system 

directly for xV zX Substituting this value in our 

U function ve get the final locus which will be the 

same in each case. With the loci of equation (1.1) 

and (1.2) completely determined, we can then easily 



find all values of the parameter D vrhlch yield for 

(1.1) parabolas that cross the locus of (1.?). If 

(X,Y) is a point common to the two loci and happens 

also to be on the boundary of the (1.2) locus, the 

corresponding common solutions are generalized co

ordinates (abbreviated C5-,C.) (x,Y,z, 'i^-^\z^) 
â  c" 

where X ̂ z c 0 when X s d̂ A*̂  and x^ A'X-dVA" when 
FT*̂  FTf" 

^- ^^ ^' ^^ (X,Y) is in the interior of the locus 
Fl> 

of (1.2) an unlimited number of common solutions 

can be found which correspond with this one point. 

The case of four variables was chosen for 

this illustration because it shows the method of 

the general case mrre clearly than does the case 

of three variables. 



CHAPTc^U 1 1 

SIMULTAiNEOLS Kw^UATlONS IN THHZ/. VARIABLES 

The problem to be discussed in this chapter is 

the aase of two simultaneous quadratic equations in 

three variables. The equations are 

(2.1) x%l\2 = »J 
A* B* 

(2.2) '^\l\ »"-! = 0. 

The problem to be discussed here is (1) to find the 

range of values of the parameter D for which the 

system has common real solutions and (2) to deter

mine all solutions within that range for values of 

D which yield a finite number of solutions. The 

locus of equation (2.2) in three dimensions is t 

family of elliptic paraboloids; whe&s the locus of 

equation (2.2) is an ellipsoid. For a certain value 

of D the elliptic paraboloid Just touches the ellip

soid from below. In this case the number of common 

solutions for equations (2.1) and (2.2) is one. We 

shall let N designate the number of common solutions. 

In this case N= 1. When D has another value the 

elliptic paraboloid may fit over the ellipsoid and 



touch at two points; then N - 2. When D has still 

another value the elliptic paraboloid may fit over 

the ellipsoid touching only at the vertex. Here 

N - 1. When D has any intermediate value between the 

two extreme values discussed, N-<=o , since the elliptic 

paraboloid and the ellipsoid v;ould have an infinite 

number of points in common. In this disouseion we 

shall evaluate D and shall determine the common 

real solutions for the cases mentioned. 

x^^ z 
If we let X= A*̂  and Y = y, the equation 

(2.2) is transformed into the parabola 

(2.3) Y^-B(X-D). 

If we make the same substitution in equation (2.2) 

and let U equal the expression obtained from the 

left side, we get 

(2.4) U-i%Y',l (Xx-\^1. 

Taking the partial derivative vith respect to x, we 

have 

(2.6) ^ U ^ x X / 1 . 2 X ^ 2 x * \ 

1 2 X = 0 or 
When iî  c\5-



(2 ,6 ) X < c^ A 

U ha<= a minimum (Z) w'^en :: ^ 0 . ^equation (2.4-) b e -

oories 

(2.7) z^x' .y ' - i , 
ĉ  B"̂  

If we set Z = 0, we have the bounding curve for the 

locus of equation (2.2) subject to condition (2,6). 

The locus is the ellipse, 

_t 

(2.8) ?LVlM 

plus the points enclosed. Hhen 1 _ ? :C< 0 or 
â  c"A" 

(2.9) X.. o Â  
F2* 

U has a Minimum (Z) vrhen 1 _ /d X ^ 2 x"̂- C. Solving 
^a^ cT?- c"A>' 

for X, we find that x\ A >̂ -o" A)! Substituting for 
Fl? 

X in equation (2,4), we fine the locus oT equation 

(2,?) to bo the convex ri'̂ ,ure made by the ellipse 

(2,̂ ') ana the parabola 

(2,10) Y:_£J^^^-'-) v;here E ̂  cl£ , a; 

a" Wa" A-

plus all points within. The parabola attaches to 

the ellî ŝe atX_ c A 
" F5^ 



Several cases ehouXd be considored irlth this 

syoton of equations t 

A. ihan a'< cA^ th© locus of equation (2.2) is 

the ellipse {:.$) oiOy, plus the points insido. 

I. ;^en D<-c, K-0. fhe loeus of ecmatlon (2,1) 

has no points in cojmaon idth the ellipse (2,6) • 

11. I'ilhen JL>=-c, 11=1, The solution for equations 

(2.3) and (2^Q) is (-c,0), v̂hon thoae values are 

substituted in the gonorallsed coordinates, T^aXoh are 

/x,Y,X-xA, the solution boooonos (0,0,-c), since 

x=0 for any point on the boundary curve (2.6), 

III.>/hen -c <D<o, K=^). The loci of equations 

(2,1) and (2,2) have an infinite number of points 

in c;Qi:t-aon« 

IV.iihan D=c and c"-]l4|.ob BVi;l>s(cD'-.2b/- 0 

(wMch is a necessary condition for oquations (2,3) 

and (2.8) to havo a real coaamon solution) 11=1, The 

condition is doteimlnod by solving of̂ uations (2.3) and 

t2,8) sinultonoously and by oquatin^ to zoro tho dis-

crteinant of tho quadratic in X. This moans 

graphically that tho parabola (2.3) is tangent to 

tho ellipse (2.8) at X»c, and does not cros tho 

elli; GO. In this case M-l, Tho solution of 

equations (2,3) -nd (2.6) is (c,0). Prori tho 

,̂.C; 'x,0,c-x;, vdth x»0, the coOTaon solution of (2,1) 
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and (2.2) is (0,0,c), 

V (a) If o<D< h^.B_q' N=^ , The loci 

of (2,3) and (2.8) have en infinite number of points 

in common. The maxinum value that D may hav^ for 

common eolutione to «xist b'̂ tween equation ('̂ .3) anr̂  

(2,8) is IJ". £o^ It is found by eliminating Y in 
W TV" 

equation (2.3) and (2,8) sloultaneoueiy, by setting 

the discriminant of the quadratic in X equi1 to 

2ero, and by solving the discriminant for D. When 

D is less than this quantity, the parabola (2,5) 

passes through the ellipse (2.8), and the loci of 

(2,1) and (2.2) have an infinite number of '-oints 

in common. 

.2- T-
(b) If D^ 0 and D^b^ B e N ̂ 2. 

the solutionsof (2.3) and (2.8) are/c" B"i//4tf-c"B̂ l . 

Using the 0,C. with x = 0, we get o; (̂/4t̂ o" B^ c"B 

as the sole common solution of (2.1) and (2,2). 

(c) If c< D and e'B^ 4b'' , N = 0. 

fhe parabola (2.3) and the ellipse (2,8) have no 

points in common. 

B When o> A" o" 
FT-^or 2a/ A'^C, the locue of 



equation (2.2) consists of the convex figure made by 

the Junction of the ellipse (2.8) and the parabola 

(2.10), plus the points inside. 

1. When -c< D< E vith E as in (2.10), N-«o . 

The loci of equation (2.1) and (2.2) have an infinite 

number of points in common. 

11, When d-K, three cases are to be considered. 

(a) When B*̂  a^^b^ A7 N--O . The locus 

of equation (2,3) passes through the locus of equa

tion (2.10). 

(b) When B*̂  aV b"" Â  N = 1, The para

bola touches the parabola (2.10) at one point only, 

the sole common solution is (0,0,E,). 

(c) When B* &^= \> A, N-<* . The locus 

of (2.3) is superimposed on the locus of (2.10), 

there being an infinite number of points in common. 

Ill When D? £ three possibilities are to be 

considered. 

(a) When D^ c' B̂ ^ 4b^ N=^. The par-
4h^B^' 

abola (2.3) passes through the ellipse (2.8), It 

cuts the parabola (2.10) at the left of its Junc

tion with the ellipse (2.7), 

(b) When D- c" B"/ 4b^ N^ 2. The locus 



xo 

of (^ .̂3) i s tangent to (2 .8) . The solutions have 

bem tiiven for this case. 

(o) When D>£jLti£l^ ^^^ ^'^^' ^ " ° ' 
the looi of equation ( a . l ) and (2.2) h;.,ve no t^oints 

in common. 



XY 

CHAPTER 111 

SIMULTANEOUS Ĵ̂ UATIONS IN FOUR VARIABLES 

In chapter 1 a general method applicable to 

II variables was illustrated by the use of the equa

tions 

(1.1) x" r^z\u ^ D. 

(1.2) i^ZVlVii"- 1. 

â  D̂  ĉ  d"-

Using the results previously obtained, we shall now 

complete the discusion of the case for four vari-

ables and shall illustrate by the use of figures 

for special cases. 

We recall that with the substitution 

(1.3) X_ X" z%u; Y-y 
~ A^" T-

we obtained from (1.1) the family of parabolas 

(1.4) Y\-B(X-D), 

where the locus of (2.2) is the convex area bounded 

by the ellipse 

(1.8) t-tt^^ 
dy Ĥ  



and the parabola 

(1.9) Y^^.£^(X-M), M dV7^4a^ 

The t'\'o .̂urvps are Joined, having comraon slopes at 

X - d̂ hÂ  It is agreed that d^A^ls either tne smallest 
2 eh* 2 By 

value of X at iihich a pari-bola obtained from the 

locus of (1.2) attaches to the ellipse (2.5) so that 

€<L °^ ^^^^ that A'"̂  F̂  If A*"̂  if the argument would 

be essentially the same, with the Junction at X_ d^F^ 
2 c^ 

instead of at d *̂ If /. _£ the arp̂ uraent can continue 
'I ^ "Z?-' c*^ 

Just as it did in the case ^^^"^ since the t-o para-
â  ̂ ' 

bolas would attach to the ellipse at th^ tame points 

and would be identical. 

In gener: 1, the smaller of th** ouatltles 

d F and d'̂ A'T/tn yield the larger Parabola, the^y 
FT^ 2 â  
giving the locus of equation (2.2) its ^̂ reatpst aret.. 

For any other larger value of X the parabola obtained 

will ylell a Fm^ller area, slnne the parabolas hnve 

the same slope as that of the ellipse at the Junction 

points. 

Let us consider the definition of u parabola . 

It is the locue of the point . tl at moves '̂o that the 
distance from i to a fixed line Is ecual to the 
eistance from P to a fixed point. Th'̂  line is 

called directrix and the fixed point is the focus of 



parabola. Therefore, all parabolas h^ve the same 

shape and differ only in magnitude. Now let us 

consider the situĉ tion in which the axes of a para

bola and an ellipse coincide, as in our examples, 

with the vertex D of the parabola at the right of 

the vertex V of the ellipse and vith the parabola 

tangent toand outside the ellipse. If we increase 

the scale of the pi.:'abola, with V remaning fixed 

it is ol<§ar that the curves no longer touch, and that 

the more widely opening parabola must be translated 

to the left to meke contact again. The new tangent 

points will be farther to the rlijht on the ellipse, 

£.nd the area between the curves at the tight of 

the ellipse will be decreased in its nê ^ situation. 

We can conclude in general that we should use the 

smallest value of X that appears when the partial 

derivaties are equal to zero to obtain the equation 

of the parabola vBiich bounds on the right the locus 

of (1.2). 

Several cases must now be considered. 

A When 2d< dA the locus of equation (1.2) is the 

ellipse only. 

1. When D< -ri, N^ 0. The locus of (1.3) 



and (1.7) have no points in common. 

11. When D= -d, N=1, The parabola (1.3) 

touches the ellipse at one point. The solution is 

(-d,0). From the a.C. /x,Y,z,X_ x^ zM , with 
, a- W 

x= 2 = Y =0 and X=̂  -d, the solution of (1.1) and 

(1.2) is seen to be (0,0,0,-d). 

We shall investigate, for example, the 

system of equations: 

(i) x'̂  y'̂  z" u =-Zf^ 

(ii) X\ 7\ Z^.U^zl. f ^ f + ^ + 5"^ 

The locus of (i) is the parabola Y'=-3(X4 2V^) 

and the locus of (ii) is the ellipse X^Y =1. The 

parabola is tangent to the ellipse at (-2,2,0), and 

the common solution of (i),and (ii) is (0,0,0,-2 2). 

(See figure 1 appendix.) 

111. When -d < D<d, h-^ . The parabola 

and the area inside the ellipse have an infinite 

number of points in common. 

IV When D = d, two cases are to be considered; 

(a) When we solve equation (1.4) and 

(1.5) eimultaneously with D = d, ^e see tht.t 



B^d^lf ̂ dv^ 4b''̂  (B"d-2lJ)'̂  0 is a necessary condition 

for the systen to have only a finite number of ao-

lutlons. TJiie condition mmy be stilted as B"̂  2b^ 

When BV 2 ^ the parabola is tangent to the ellipse 

and H=l. Ue shall investigate the system of equa

tions 

The locus of equation (iii) ie; the parabola 

X^= -6(X-3). The locus of equation (iv) is thê '̂̂ '̂ ^ 

circle X % Y \ 1 . The parabola is t̂ jigent to the 

circle at (3,0). From the G.C. the solution of 

(lil) is (0,0,0,3).(9ee Figure 7 Appendix.) 

(b) When 0 rd and B< 2]^ NJ:^. The 

parabola (1.4) pasBee through the ellipse (1.5), 

and the loci have an infinite number of points in 

common. B*or example let us conclder the eyete 4 of 

equations 

(v) x̂^ y\ z\^u = 2; 

The locus of (v) is the parabola Y'^-7(X-2); the 



locus of (vl) is the ellipse X Y^ 1 plus points 

inside. The parabola is tangent to the ellipse at 

X=f2. However, the parabola passes through the 

ellipse, giving the loci an infinite number of 

points in common. (See Figure (2) Appendex.) 

V. When D^d three casee are to be considered: 

(a) When we solve equitions (1.4) and 

(1,5) simultaneously we see that D_ ^"^^ B?'d'̂ ls a 
WW 

necessary condition for equation (1.4) and (1.5) to 

have a finite number of solutions, when D_ A^S^ B̂ d'" 

N- 2. In this case the parabola and the ellipse 

are tangent et the two points/B̂ 'd̂  ĵ //4t̂ BMi From 
l2^' ^ ̂  b^ /• 

the G.C. the solution of (1.1) and (1.2) is 

0, i^-B^tf; 0, B^d^ We shall investigate for 

example, the system of equations 

(vll) l\l\i,\^-l, 
3'̂ 3 1 

(viii) 3c*̂  y^^z* u"^ 1. 

The locus of (vii) is the parabola Y'^ -i'5(X-5), 

v.hile the locus of (viii) is the ellipse X'^Y\l. 
4 6 

plus the points inside. The parabola is tangent to 

the ellipse at (l,f 3^2). Substituting in the 
2 

a.C, we get for the solut^: (0^3^ 0,1). 



(See Figure 3, Appendix). 

(B) When D<. 4b^^ B^d^ N = «v. The parabola 
4biB-

(1.4) passes through the ellipse (1.5). 

(C) When D> 4b'̂r̂  B̂ d̂ .N= 0. The parabola 

(1.4) does not touch the ellipse (1.5)» 

(D) When 2a/ dA^ the locus of (1.2) be

comes the ellipse (1.5) plus the parabola (1.6) 

and (1.9) and the points enclosed within the loci. 

(1) When -d<D<M, N = ««. The para

bola (1.4) passes through the locus of equation 

(1.2), which consists of the ellipse (1.5) and the 

parabola (1.6) plus the points inside the convex 

figure thiLB made. Therefore the looi have an in

finite number of points in common. 

(11) When D-M three cases are to be 

considered. 

(a) When D= M and B"c'-<ab̂  F] Nroo . 

The parabola (1.4) is inside the parabola (1.6). 

Then the loci of equations (l.l) and (1.2) have 

an infinite number of points in common, and the 

equations have an infinite number of common sol

utions. 

(b) When D = M and B"̂  C % b F'; N - I. 



, » > * • 

The parabola (1.<L) l a auperitapot' l on the p; rabola 

(1 ,6) un(X th« equfcXlona (1 .1) anc (1.2> .i.;Ve m 

i n f i n i t e number of co.T.r;on sohi t lonn . 

(c) Vhen i;=r ' (u:id i ft;> )i ^, N - 2 . The pf^rabola 

(1.4y i s t̂ ^ îngent to the p^rfcrou, (1 ,6) a t M. The 

so lu t ion of equat ions (1 .4) ann (1 .6) i s (M,C). 

Fros the G.C, the p';;2ut^onp o^ erjuritlcnn (1 .1 ) ĉ nd 

( l . lO ar^ 

wh'^re P^ d"" r^^o^_ 

111. Whea B>H afi." D > 4bC-l/d'' N - 0. The 
^ 4b-!^> 

paTi^bola (1 .4 ) hiifl to poiuta In r,o.uxo'\ v i t h the 

e i l l p e e (1 .5 ) and ;he pi^rrtoia (i..6>. We »»ec,Jl 

t ha t 4b>^^<r i s tiie oonUtloji '.i^x'. '.he re.xry.boia 

(1 .4 ) be tFr.$#»at t? th^ e l l i p s e ( 1 , 5 ) . I t i s "he 

maKimura Viilue I «iay hi ve for common so lu t ions to 

e c i s t lo r ecu^itiona ^j . . i ) aiKl ( 1 . 2 ) . 

http://re.xry.boia


CHAPTiJIR IV 

aSNERALIZATIOiM TO ^ VAl-ilABLlilb 

In t h i s c h a p t e r v;e s h a l l i n v e s t i g a t e t he 

e q u a t i o n s : 

aT 2 a,-

i x : - l r O . 
J. j ^ ^ 

The problem here is first to find the range of 

values of the parameter D for which coiimon real 

solutions exist. We have done this f jr the case 

of three ana four variables and i?lll now ge ler-

alize to n variables. 

When we make the substitution X^^ 2L̂ >̂ #̂ 
A a* 

aid Y=y equation (̂ .1) beco.'ies 

(̂ ,3) Y^-a(::-D). 

This is the equation of a family of parabolas vith 

vertices at (D, 0) and opening to the left. 

VJhen v;e make the same substitution in equa

tion (^.2), representing its left side by U, 

we get 



When T/e take the derivative with respect to x, we 

have 

•̂  ' A'; a ^ X^^ a!-/ 
r̂  V A 

F.quatlon (4,5) yields n-2 equations in n-2 vari

ables when the right side is equated to zei*o. 

Wlxen X ±K where K is the smallest value of 

gy^ found by equatin-̂  to zero • 'e quantitv in bra-
2iVi 

ckete in equation (*>,5) sjid soivinn; for X with 7:^=0, 

U has a minimum value (csil l i t Z) when x̂ .= 0. v/e 

then have the sur face : 

(^}'.6) % ^ - C ' - ^ Y ' - I . 

" A ; A-

We find the boundin?^ curve by setting 2 = 0. It is 

the ellipse 

(^.7) i^^i^'^' 
The locus of {̂ *.2) is the ellipse (̂ .7) plus the 

poiits inside. 

When X^ K, U han a mininuin (i) when x^^O 

{i# k) and the quantity enclosed in the brackets 



of equation (4,5) with 1 ̂  k, is set equal to zero. 

Solving this.quantity for x^, we get 

(4.8) V - a ^ X . a ^ 

^ 2 A^ 

Substituting these values in equation (4.5) and set

ting Z- 0, we get 

-•^ 'Z-

(̂ .9) T.-^(X-P); P^ â Â .Â  
4̂ ^ ""-̂  "^ 

This parabola (4.9) is attached to the ellipse at 

X-K, ana both have the sane glA:oe at the two in

tersecting points. Therefore, it is the parabola 

that i/ill yield the largest area and ue can exclude 

the other veJ.ues of K since the portions of oorres-

ponding parabolas whichŷ other';rlse forii -mrt of the 

locus boundary XTIII all lie within the parabola 

(4.9). 

To determine the values of N for this system 

we shall consider several cases: 

A. IJhen 2i^ia^A^the locus of equation (4.2) is the 

ellipse only. 

1, Ĵhen D<-A, N-0. The parabola (4.3) and 

the ellipse (4.7) have no points in common. 

iX. When D=-A, N = l. The parabola (4.3) is 



tangent to the ellipse (4.7) at (-A.,0). From the 
1-1 x^ 

generalized coordinates, (X,x,,.. .x.''̂ l̂ Ŝ ), the sol-

ution conveyed to (4.1) and (4.2) is (0,0,0,...,-A^), 

since X< K, x^=0. The solution can be v^ittea by 

direct substitution in eruations (4,1) and (4.2). 

111. When -A^<D<A, N̂ ĉ̂ . The parabola (4.3) 

has an infinite number of points in common with the 

area inside the ellipse* (4.7), theH)y indicating an 

Infinite number of common solutions for equations 

(4.1) and (4.2). 

IV, When D- A two cases are to be considered. 

The necessary condition that equations (4,3) and 

(4,7) have a finite number of solutions is found 

by solving equations (4.3) an:i (4.7) simultan

eously and by setting the discrlmln:nt e^ual to 

zero. This condition may be expressed as 

A:a:-4Al;, a: A-4A;= (A,a>2A;)^ 0 or A,a>2A^ 

(a) When Â  â < 2Â  , N=-̂  . The parabola 

(4.3) passes through the ellipse (4.7). 

(b) When A, â > 2Af , N- 1. The parabola (4,3) 

is tangent to the ellipse (4,7). The solution of 

(4..-5) and (4.7) is (A^,0). Iftie corresponding sol

ution for equations (4.1) and (4.2) is (0,0,0,0,...A^) 



This solution may be checked readily by direct sub

stitution. 

V. When D> A^three cases are to be considered, 

When D>' Â  the c ndition, that only a finite number 

of solutions shall exist is found by solving (4,3) 

and (4.7) simultaneously and setting the discriminant 

equal to zero, D is found to be equal to APij^sjA^ 
4Aj:â  

This value is the maximum one that D may have for 

common solutions of the system to exist. 

(a) When D<̂  4A/^A^ N'-*o . The parabola 
4Â â '' 

(4.3) passes through the ellipse (4.7). 

(b) When D- 4Â âfÂ  N-2. The locus of 
4 A,'-a;-

equation (4.3) is tangent to the locus of equation 

(4.6) at /'a^A^ ^vl 4A>-»af A^| . Substituting these 

values in the generalized coordinates we get for 

the solution of equation (4.1) and (4.2) 

4A* 

(c) When D/ 4A^A^i N = 0. The loci of 

equation (4.3) and (4.6) have no points in common. 

B. When 2iC<a^Ajthe locus of equation (4,2) 

becomes the ellipse (4.7) vith the pc>rabola (4.9) 

attached to it at X-K, and extending to the right 

of the ellipse, plus the polntr. ineî ê. (Bee 



Figure 4,Appendix). 

1. When -A^<D<P, N=̂ co. The parabola (4.2) 

cuts across the locus of (4.2). 

11. When D- P, â Â ;̂  A,̂ â is the necessary condition 

for only a finite number of solutions of the system 

to exist. We have three cases to consider: 

(a) When D=:P and a;'î <A"â , H-^do , The 

parabola (4,3) passes inside the parabola (4,9). 

(b) When D= P and a;̂ Â =A;'â , N̂ .* , The 

parabola (4.3) is superimposed on the parabola (4.9), 

and the system5(4.1) and (4.2) have a; infinite number 

of solutions. 

(c) When D,̂  P and &^i^:^k^&^, N^ 2. The 

parabola (4.3) ie tangent to the parabola (4.9) at 

(P,0), From the a,C. we get for the solution of 

(4.1) and (4.2) 

/" 0,0,0,0,...©,̂  ^\r±i^-^^^^>.0,a^i\ 

We have examined the general case for this type of 

eauation and have found the range of values of the 

parameter D that allows solutions of (4.1) and (4.2). 

We have Included those solutions when the number is 

finite. 



CHAPTER V 

SIMULTANEOUS E^.UATI0N3 IN THÎ ^TEEN 7APIA'<LEG 

To 11 l u s t r e . t e the method of the gener-aj-iza-

t i o n ve s h a l l a p r l y i t to the oas'^ of tvo Flraul-

taneous ?*quationp in t h i r t e e n vt ir iatale^. The 

number t h i r t e e n was chosen a r b l t r r ^ l y to su^rgest 

the power an^ ease of a p p l i c a t i o n of the metrod. 

( 5 , 1 ) x,\ x^^x 
3 

»• — 1 - _ _ ^ — I - — i —"^ — * - - »• 

f'f'-f^f^^'^^^'^'^-f'^f^'^''-'' 
V O . C / X . X^ , Xj Xu , Xf , XJ , Ay X» X» X , , X. . X / j , x** = ^ • 

The problem here t-s in the preceding chea

ters, is to determine the range of values for the 

parameter D vithln vrhlch the conUtlons allow co

mmon solutions. 

When t̂e make the substitution 

and Y= X, , equation (4.1) jecomes the paraoola 

(5..3) Y''--3(X-D), 

and the U func t ion of firu^tion (r . .2) becomes 

(5.4) "«f f'%|'Vf^^f f^?'^^f"f"ff-



1 ("̂  - î - f - f''- f- f*- f- f - 7'- f̂ - f'- f̂ " ̂ * 
When we take the n-2 ptrtlal derivatives, we find 

the different values of K to be 4 3 3,2,8 2,1,2,4, 

IS'2' 3' 

5 12 We recall that the smallest value of K is 

the one that yields the parabola which extends 

the locus of equation (5,2) the farthest to the 

right of the orgin. Therefore, we select K =1. 

It is derived from 1 Ux , where k=8. 
2 '^ 

When X<1, U has a minimum (Z) when x̂.=: 0. 

Substituting this value in equation (5.4) and set

ting Z:rO, we have the bounding curve, which ie 

the ellipse 
(5.5) X'^Y'=1. 

When XP'l, U has a minimum (Z) when x̂.= 0(i7̂  8) 

and 7^= 2X-2. Substituting these values in equation 

(5.4) and setting Zr 0, we have the locus of the 

bounding curve, which is the parabola 

(5.6) Y^^-(n-5), 

2 

which attaches to the ellipse (5,5) at X= 1 with 

the same slope as that of the ellipse at tne points 

of attachment. The locus of equation (5.2) consists 



of the ellipse (5.5) with the extension of the 

parabola (5.6) plus the points enclosed within 

the convex curve thus formed. 

We shall now investigate the finite solutions 

that exist for the system (5,1) and (5.2). 

I. When D< -2, N= 0. The parabola (5.3) has 

no points in common ^̂ ith the ellipse (6,5) or 

the parabola (5,6), 

II. When D = -?, N = 1. The solution of thp 

system of equations (5.3) rnd (5.5), subject to 

A' 
S.I 

conditloniis (-2,0) making use of the G.C, 

which are 

( 

(5.7) 

we find that the common solution of (5.1) and 

(5.2) is (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,-2). (See 

Figure (5) Appendix). 

111. When D^5, N - 1. We notice thet a^A^/A^a^ 
2 

which is the condition tnat equation (5.3) is 

tangent to the parabola (5.6). The solution is 



(i 0), When we substitute in the generalized coordin-
2' 

ates, the solution conveyed to systen (5.1) and (5-2) 

is (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,ty'3,0,0,0,0,l). (see Figure (6), 

Appendix). 

In this thesis we solved a problem concerned 

with simultaneous equations of a certain type a^ three 

and four variables. The problem was to find a range 

of values for a parameter such that -Then the parameter 

was assigned a value inside tais range the number of 

comraon real solutions was infinite and x/hen the value 

assif̂ 'nec' was at either extremitj|B| only a finite number 

of solutions existed^ all of which î ere found. In 

addition we included a system of equation3 inv/Syving 

thirteen variables merely to illustrate the power and 

ease of ar plication of the method. 
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APPENDIX 



Y=-3(X-a?) 

Figure 1 



Y 

Y=-7(X-6) 

X 

Figure 2 



Y 

-Y=-3(X-5/2) 

Figure 3 



Y=-«.(X-D) 

(X-P) 

Figure 4 



Y=-(X-5^) 

Figure 5 



Y 

Y=-(X-5/^ 

X 

figure 6 
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X 

. Y = - 6 ( X - 3 ) 

Figure 7. 




